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Meeting oxygen needs in Africa: an options analysis from the Gambia

Stephen RC Howie,a Sarah Hill,b Augustine Ebonyi,a Gautam Krishnan,c Ousman Njie,d Momodou Sanneh,a Mariatou Jallow,a Warren Stevens,b Kevin Taylor,c Martin W Weber,g Pamela Collier Njai,h Mary Tapgun,h Tumani Corrah,h Kim Mulholland,f David Peel,b Malick Njie,e Philip C Hill i & Richard A Adegbolaa

Objective To compare oxygen supply options for health facilities in the Gambia and develop a decision-making algorithm for choosing oxygen delivery systems in Africa and the rest of the developing world.

Methods Oxygen cylinders and concentrators were compared in terms of functionality and cost. Interviews with key informants using locally developed and adapted WHO instruments, operational assessments, cost-modelling and cost measurements were undertaken to determine whether oxygen cylinders or concentrators were the better choice. An algorithm and a software tool to guide the choice of oxygen delivery system were constructed.

Findings In the Gambia, oxygen concentrators have significant advantages compared to cylinders where power is reliable; in other settings, cylinders are preferable as long as transporting them is feasible. Cylinder costs are greatly influenced by leakage, which is common, whereas concentrator costs are affected by the cost of power far more than by capital costs. Only two of 12 facilities in the Gambia were found suitable for concentrators; at the remaining 10 facilities, cylinders were the better option.

Conclusion Neither concentrators nor cylinders are well suited to every situation, but a simple options assessment can determine which is better in each setting. Nationally this would result in improved supply and lower costs by comparison with conventional cylinders alone, although ensuring a reliable supply would remain a challenge. The decision algorithm and software tool designed for the Gambia could be applied in other developing countries.

Introduction

Acute respiratory infection, principally pneumonia, remains the leading cause of death in young children worldwide.1–3 Case management of pneumonia is a key component of the WHO Integrated Management of Childhood Illness strategy and is integral to the achievement of the fourth UN Millennium Development Goal: reducing under-5 mortality by two-thirds by 2015.4 WHO guidelines for the management of pneumonia include antibiotic therapy, appropriate use of oxygen and general supportive care. Oxygen is needed to treat hypoxaemia, a life-threatening feature of very severe pneumonia resulting from impaired lung function.

Medical oxygen, which is potentially life-saving, is in limited supply in the developing world, although the extent and nature of the problem are not well documented.5 A situational analysis has shown that in the Gambia most health facilities have inadequate oxygen availability and that the factors that are important for ensuring oxygen supplies differ between facilities.6

Oxygen concentrators have been proposed as an answer to the high cost and logistical problems associated with oxygen cylinders, the traditional method of supply.7 However, there is a risk that the technology might be misapplied, compromising care.8 The suitability of concentrators for the developing world is still in question, and a realistic appraisal of the role of concentrators in different contexts is needed, along with user-friendly guidance to assist decision-making. In this report, we analyse the options available, suggest a decision-making algorithm and present a software tool we have produced to analyse options and costs in a range of different contexts.

Methods

A health needs assessment framework was used to define issues that surround oxygen treatment in the Gambia and the options for improving it.9–11 In this study we evaluated the two supply options, cylinders and concentrators, in terms of
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their cost, how well they work and their sustainability.

**Functionality assessment**

We first analysed the functionality of cylinders and concentrators. Data were collected in 2004–2007 and analysed in 2005–2008. We used semi-structured interviews with two instruments: the first was developed by one of the authors (SEH) specifically for a case study of failed oxygen concentrators in the Gambia, and the other was adapted and validated by one of the authors (SEH) for a local study of oxygen use from a WHO health facility assessment tool. Interviews were undertaken throughout the Gambia with health-care staff, administrators, policy-makers and others with relevant knowledge. Details of the instruments, interviewees and other aspects of methods used are described elsewhere. In addition, we collated international operational experience of our multi-disciplinary team of investigators, assessed the operational experience gained in the Gambia so far and reviewed others’ published experience. The findings of the functional assessment were incorporated, along with the cost analyses described below, into a decision algorithm.

**Cost modelling**

To provide comparative costs in different contexts, we broke down and costed each option by using the ingredients approach and applied a decision-analytic model to frame the alternative components, taking into account capital and running costs, the scale of consumption and the context. We constructed a decision algorithm to identify the most cost-effective option for a range of circumstances. These results were incorporated into an options analysis tool developed on Microsoft Access software (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, United States of America), and the tool was applied to data from a previous situational analysis of Gambian health facilities. We used costs in 2007 and exchange rates (22.66 dalasi per United States dollar (US$) and US$ 1.977 per United Kingdom pound on 24 December 2007) for new well-maintained equipment connected directly to the patient, and 50% for old poorly-maintained equipment connected directly to the patient, and 80% for old poorly-maintained equipment connected to a piped delivery system. Oxygen requirements were estimated based on local rates of severe hypoxaemia (oxygen saturation < 90%) among children admitted to hospital (6%) and average local durations (3 days) and flow rates (1.5 L/min) of oxygen treatment (unpublished data). We performed sensitivity analyses based on worse-than-expected equipment lifespans, variations in power availability and different levels of cylinder leakage.

To provide directly-measured costing data that could be compared with national modelled data, we undertook a prospective study at the 42-bed Medical Research Council Hospital between 23 January and 4 April 2006. The hospital was supplied mainly with cylinder oxygen through a piped system...
installed in 2001, with back-up from four concentrators (model DeVilbiss 515, DeVilbiss Healthcare, Somerset, PA, USA). Hospital policy was to give oxygen when oxygen saturation was below 93%, which would be expected to result in higher consumption than if the standard cut-off of <90% were used. Costs were measured over two consecutive periods: 41 days of supply predominantly by cylinders (period 1) and 45 days of supply predominantly by concentrators (period 2). Costs were taken from payment records. The capital cost of the concentrators was calculated as the proportion of the purchase cost equivalent to the number of hours used divided by the projected 40 000-hour running lifespan (approximately 5 years of continuous use) of an individual unit. The concentrator unit cost was US$ 1763, including shipping; power costs per kilowatt-hour (kWh) were US$ 0.19 from the generator and US$ 0.28 from the grid; oxygen cylinders cost US$ 30.18 per 6000-L cylinder, including delivery; the cylinder piping cost including installation was US$ 16 663. The amount of oxygen consumed was measured by regular recording at the bedside and by the number of cylinders used. The metred running time of the concentrators was also recorded. Costs were represented in US$ based on exchange rates applicable at the time costs were incurred.4,15

Ethical approval for the study was given by the Gambia Government Medical Research Council Joint Ethics Committee (SCC/EC974).

Results

Functionality assessment
The advantages and disadvantages of cylinders and concentrators are shown in Table 2.

The interview findings have been previously reported.5,6 Cylinders were regarded by most users as relatively simple to operate but hard to move, likely to run out without warning and difficult to resupply. Respondents were generally less familiar with operating oxygen concentrators, although they regarded them as easier to move around. They felt, however, that the need for a continuous power supply and the tendency of concentrators to break down were problematic. Both cylinders and concentrators were regarded as expensive, but cylinders were regarded as especially costly by administrators.

The investigators’ operational experience supported local user observations. Some additional observations were relevant. Effective maintenance and monitoring mechanisms are crucial to success. The Gambia is unlike some countries in that all major health facilities are on or near main roads, so cylinder transport is potentially workable if reliable arrangements can be made. For the sake of usability there should be one main method of supply in each facility, with an alternative means of supply as a backup. While solar power has several advantages, including independence from fossil fuels, the careful daily maintenance required for systems powerful enough to run concentrators make the latter currently impractical for most health facilities in the Gambia and other developing countries.20

An engineering assessment of the piped oxygen system at the Medical Research Council Hospital by two of us (DP and KT) showed leakage of around 70% based on the cylinders used and the oxygen delivered over a 4-day period. Most leakage was from the cylinder heads. The cylinder system at the Royal Victoria Teaching Hospital in Banjul also had significant leakage. Cylinder leakage has been repeatedly observed in the Gambia from both free-standing bedside cylinders and piped systems; there are anecdotal reports that problems are greater with older equipment and piped systems. The extent of cylinder leakage was estimated to be 10–80% depending on the kind of system used (piped or direct from the cylinder), the quality of the equipment and the standard of maintenance.21

Global experience in comparing the functionality of concentrators and cylinders is summarized in WHO’s oxygen therapy handbook.19 Table 2 represents a refinement of this experience based on the findings of the present study. Notable differences in the table we used compared to the WHO handbook are that cylinder capacities are on or near main roads, so cylinder transport is potentially workable if reliable arrangements can be made. For the sake of usability there should be one main method of supply in each facility, with an alternative means of supply as a backup. While solar power has several advantages, including independence from fossil fuels, the careful daily maintenance required for systems powerful enough to run concentrators make the latter currently impractical for most health facilities in the Gambia and other developing countries.20

Cost modelling and decision algorithm
Fig. 1 shows an algorithm for determining the most suitable cost-effective option for the main oxygen supply. Where the power supply is reliable, oxygen concentrators are preferable both in terms of cost and convenience;
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Fig. 1. Algorithm for deciding the most suitable main oxygen supply method for health facilities in the Gambia, 2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power reliable?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasible to make centre’s existing power reliable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder transport workable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costing study

The costs incurred during cylinder and concentrator use are summarized in Table 4. Costs per 1000 litres of oxygen were US$ 4.80 for the cylinder-supplied period and US$ 0.84 for the concentrator-supplied period, compared to US$ 6.56 and US$ 0.86, respectively, for modelled costs in a 42-bed hospital with no cylinder leakage (leakage was fixed before study, see below) and an estimated twice-normal consumption as a result of the Medical Research Council Hospital’s higher treatment cut-offs. Costs were broadly similar, and the differences mainly reflected historical differences in item costs, exchange rates and concentrator use in the cylinder-supplied period (Table 4). During the cylinder-supplied period, concentrator backup was required for 2 days (a weekend) because of a delay in cylinder delivery, despite the proximity of the hospital to the supplier (less than 10 km on good roads). Other times, concentrators were used for convenience where piped cylinder supply outlets were not close to the bed. During the concentrator-supplied period, cylinders were used on 1 day because of an oversight. There were no failures of concentrator supply that necessitated the use of cylinders, because the hospital had a reliable power supply sourced 52% of the time from an 850-kVA generator and 48% of the time from the national grid, and there were no concentrator breakdowns. Oxygen usage was twice as high in the concentrator-supplied period because the patients in this period required more oxygen, on average, than in the cylinder-supplied period. The recorded amount of cylinder oxygen delivered to patients at the bedside was similar to the amount measured by cylinder consumption (187 749 L versus 168 000 L, respectively), which indicates successful repair of the cylinder system after the previously mentioned leak was detected.
Facilities and propose a decision algorithm to guide the choice between concentrators and cylinders as the main supply source at the facility level. We have developed an options assessment tool that allows detailed comparisons of the costs of currently available options, and have used this to model costs in health facilities throughout the Gambia. We have shown that these costs are consistent with full direct cost measurements in one facility. Concentrators have cost advantages where the power supply is reliable, whereas cylinders currently appear to be the most workable cost-effective choice where power is not reliable and where cylinder transport is workable. Cylinder leakage, a potentially fixable drawback, significantly affects overall costs, whereas premature concentrator failure or other causes of inflated capital costs modestly affect costs in average-sized and large facilities. Data from all 12 government hospitals and major health centres in the Gambia indicated that concentrators were probably the better main supply source for just two of them, the largest hospital being one such centre, whereas cylinders were likely to be better for the rest. We estimated the cost of an improved oxygen supply at all facilities to be one-half the cost of conventional cylinders alone.

Published reports on the benefits of oxygen concentrators are positive. Nevertheless, the limitations of this body of literature should be considered. The most comprehensive work in this area has been led by MB Dobson. His careful 1991 report, which modelled costs in three sizes of hospital in Papua New Guinea, predicted a saving of 25%–75% with concentrators compared to cylinders, but did not include transport costs and did not address operational feasibility issues in much detail. A seminal 1996 paper on a field trial in Egypt showed that concentrators could succeed on a large scale when introduced with an appropriate programme of technical support and staff training. The limitations of this study were its short duration (1 year) and the questionable generalizability of its findings, given Egypt’s atypically good infrastructure. No report of the long-term outcome of this project has been published. The largest-scale introduction of concentrators reported to date, for use in anaesthesia, occurred in Malawi in 1987. The report notes that all units “worked according to specification” over 26 months, though it is not clear how much need there was for the comprehensive technical back-up that had been put in place. Dobson reported that in a 10-year audit in Malawi, 90% of concentrators were “still in use.” Four publications reported experiences, all essentially positive, of portable concentrator use for periods ranging from 3 to 6 years, although on a small scale. All but one of these studies were confined to a single facility; the exception being a recent report from Malawi in which one concentrator was supplied to each of five district hospitals. No report of the long-term outcome of this project has been published. We found only one report of a single large oxygen concentrator and piping system supplying an entire hospital. The system, in a Ghanaian teaching hospital, incorporated an oxygen reservoir and backup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health facility</th>
<th>Estimated annual oxygen requirement (million L)</th>
<th>Decision analysis best main supply option</th>
<th>Cost analysis, in US$</th>
<th>Cost per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost per 1000 L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Concentrators and grid power</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>Concentrators and large generator (running when existing power not on)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Victoria Teaching Hospital</td>
<td>2.451</td>
<td>Concentrators</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>31.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basse</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>Concentrators</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>17.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brikama</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>16.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bansang</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>16.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serekunda</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soma</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>16.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essau</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>16.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFPRC Hospital</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>19.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fajikunda</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>16.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ Bwiam</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>17.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuntaur</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>18.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPRC, Armed Forces Provisional Ruling Council; ND, not determined (not relevant according to findings from the situational analysis); US$, United States dollars.

Discussion

In this article we analyse options for oxygen provision in Gambian health facilities and propose a decision algorithm to guide the choice between concentrators and cylinders as the main supply source at the facility level. We have developed an options assessment tool that allows detailed comparisons of the costs of currently available options, and have used this to model costs in health facilities throughout the Gambia. We have shown that these costs are consistent with full direct cost measurements in one facility. Concentrators have cost advantages where the power supply is reliable, whereas cylinders currently appear to be the most workable cost-effective choice where power is not reliable and where cylinder transport is workable. Cylinder leakage, a potentially fixable drawback, significantly affects overall costs, whereas premature concentrator failure or other causes of inflated capital costs modestly affect costs in average-sized and large facilities. Data from all 12 government hospitals and major health centres in the Gambia
cylinders, and broke down only twice in 4 years.\textsuperscript{31} We know of only one report of concentrator failure on a significant scale (a donation of over 20 second-hand units electrically incompatible with the local power supply), but it is likely that publication bias has prevented other negative findings from coming to light.\textsuperscript{8} On the basis of this literature it would be unwise to assume that concentrators will do well in every situation. Although few studies have identified or quantified the problem of cylinder leakage in the developing world,\textsuperscript{32} the experience in this study, borne out by what we have observed in other settings, suggests that this problem should not be ignored. The extent of this problem in different settings and with different equipment combinations should be the focus of future studies.

This study has not dealt with the important issue of the efficient use of oxygen, which will affect service costs regardless of the supply method used. Training and monitoring are needed to ensure that all who need oxygen receive it, and that it is not wasted on those who do not. Pulse oximetry is the best available means of detecting hypoxaemia, and the more widespread use of this diagnostic technique is important to assist efficient oxygen usage.\textsuperscript{35} The costs associated with initiation, training and monitoring, which are important components of any oxygen delivery programme, have not been included in this analysis. Recent work in Papua New Guinea showed that these costs amounted to an additional sum representing approximately 50% of start-up costs.\textsuperscript{36} The costs for high-level engineering maintenance of either supply source have not been included, as is pragmatically consistent with a context where repairs tend to be done inexpensively with locally-available expertise, or not at all.\textsuperscript{8}

No matter what oxygen delivery system is implemented, in a resource-limited setting like the Gambia it will be vulnerable to breakdown and interruption of supply. Making an appropriate choice between cylinders and concentrators is important but does not, on its own, ensure a sustainable supply. To succeed, a programme must have the support of key decision-makers, fit well with local health policy and have a secure funding mechanism. Important factors such as the reliability of the power supply and cylinder transport can fluctuate markedly over time, so reliable operational arrangements must be made for backup supplies, effective monitoring and coping with situational changes. The vulnerability of available methods of supply underlines the potential, as well as the need, for robust new technology to transform the field. In the Gambian context as in many others, the financial sustainability of both sources of oxygen is subject to fluctuations in the cost of energy, chiefly of fossil fuels, which are necessary for power production both for the national grid and for generators. The development of reliable power sources that are not dependent on fossil fuel would be a significant advance. Although refrigerators have been successfully solar-powered in developing countries, the output required for concentrators is of a much higher order and the technology is not sufficiently robust for this at present.

A recent study in Papua New Guinea showed a 35% reduction in inpatient mortality from pneumonia after the introduction of reliable oxygen supplies used appropriately.\textsuperscript{36} This is the only such measurement of impact available. Although we do not know if these findings would apply in the Gambian setting, it is informative to consider the benefit and cost that would result if it did. According to local health centre data, in 2004 only 79 pneumonia deaths were recorded,\textsuperscript{79} a likely underestimate resulting from misclassification and incomplete recording. Some of the patients probably received oxygen, although even in centres where oxygen supplies were reliable, pulse oximetry was rarely available to confirm the need for treatment. If we assume that the number of deaths not recorded offsets the number of deaths among patients who died despite having received oxygen, a 35% reduction in mortality would save 28 lives...
at a cost of US$ 1800 per life saved, or US$ 54 per disability-adjusted life-year (DALY) averted. This is less than the cost of other interventions intended to prevent deaths from pneumonia, such as administering the conjugate pneumococcal vaccine (US$ 100 per DALY averted). The annual cost of saving these lives was estimated to be approximately US$ 76 000 for all health facilities combined, only 50% more than the amount spent on oxygen at the Royal Victoria Teaching Hospital alone in 2004.

Having a reliable oxygen supply is an important goal for health facilities where cases of severe pneumonia are managed. Neither concentrators nor cylinders are well suited to every situation, and a simple options assessment can determine which is the preferable primary supply source in each setting. Options assessment is likely to lead to improvements in oxygen supply and reductions in costs compared with the costs associated with conventional cylinders. To facilitate this exercise we have produced a computer-based tool based on the present study (available from corresponding author). The challenge of then sustaining the supply should not be underestimated, and much work remains to be done to fully meet this challenge. Nevertheless, it is precisely this type of health service development that will be under estimated, and much work remains to be done to achieve sustained reductions in child mortality worldwide.

**Competing interests:** None declared.
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### Table 4. Oxygen delivered and consumed and comparison of costs incurred by delivering oxygen primarily with cylinders (period 1) or concentrators (period 2) at the Medical Research Council Hospital, Fajara, the Gambia, 2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th>Period 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of patients</strong></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oxygen consumed, in L</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen delivered from cylinders</td>
<td>181 896</td>
<td>2 880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen delivered from concentrators</td>
<td>37 575</td>
<td>443 746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>219 471</td>
<td>446 626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concentrator hours</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>1 885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costs, in US$</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrator capital costs</td>
<td>14.32</td>
<td>83.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrator running costs</td>
<td>30.31</td>
<td>175.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder piping capital costs</td>
<td>93.35</td>
<td>102.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder running costs</td>
<td>914.94</td>
<td>14.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1052.92</td>
<td>375.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per 1000 L</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted cost per average patient during each period</td>
<td>74.54</td>
<td>13.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*US$, United States dollars.
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**Résumé**

**Répondre aux besoins en oxygène en Afrique : analyse des options pour la Gambie**

**Objectif** Comparer les options d’approvisionnement en oxygène qui s’offrent aux établissements de soins de Gambie et développer un algorithme de prise de décisions pour guider le choix des systèmes d’approvisionnement en oxygène en Afrique et dans le reste du monde en développement.

**Méthodes** Les auteurs ont comparé en termes de fonctionnalité et de coût les bouteilles et les concentrateurs d’oxygène. Ils ont interrogé des informateurs clés en utilisant des instruments d’évaluation OMS mis au point et adaptés localement et réalisé des évaluations opérationnelles, ainsi qu’une modélisation et des mesures des coûts pour déterminer le meilleur choix entre les bouteilles et les concentrateurs d’oxygène. Ils ont élaboré un algorithme et un outil logiciel pour guider la sélection du système d’approvisionnement en oxygène.

**Résultats** En Gambie, les concentrateurs d’oxygène présentent des avantages notables par rapport aux bouteilles lorsque l’alimentation électrique est fiable ; dans d’autres contextes, il est préférable de faire appel aux bouteilles dans la mesure où leur transport est praticable. La présence de fuites, phénomène courant, influe fortement sur le coût des bouteilles, tandis que pour les concentrateurs, les coûts énergétiques sont de loin plus importants que les coûts en capital. Sur les 12 établissements gambiens, 2 seulement avaient intérêt d’après l’étude à utiliser des concentrateurs ; pour les 10 autres, les bouteilles constituaient une meilleure option.

**Conclusion** Ni les concentrateurs, ni les bouteilles ne conviennent à toutes les situations, mais une évaluation simple des options permet de déterminer pour chaque contexte la meilleure solution. A l’échelle nationale, cette évaluation devrait conduire à une amélioration de l’approvisionnement et à une baisse des coûts par rapport à la situation où l’on utilise uniquement des bouteilles d’oxygène classiques, mais assurer un approvisionnement fiable devrait rester un défi. L’algorithme décisionnel et l’outil logiciel conçus pour la Gambie devraient être applicables dans d’autres pays en développement.
Resumen

Atender las necesidades de oxígeno en África: análisis de opciones en Gambia

Objetivo
Comparar las opciones de suministro de oxígeno para centros de salud en Gambia y desarrollar un algoritmo decisional para elegir los sistemas de suministro de oxígeno en África y en el resto del mundo en desarrollo.

Métodos
Se compararon la funcionalidad y el costo de las bombonas y los concentradores de oxígeno. Se llevaron a cabo entrevistas con informantes clave mediante instrumentos desarrollados localmente o adaptados a partir de otros de la OMS; evaluaciones operacionales, modelizaciones de costos y mediciones de costos a fin de determinar la mejor opción entre las bombonas y los concentradores de oxígeno. Se desarrolló así un algoritmo y un instrumento de software para fundamentar la elección del sistema de suministro de oxígeno.

Resultados
En Gambia, los concentradores de oxígeno presentan ventajas importantes en comparación con las bombonas allí donde el suministro eléctrico es fiable; en caso contrario, la opción preferible son las bombonas, siempre y cuando sea factible transportarlas. El costo de las bombonas depende considerablemente de las fugas, un problema frecuente, mientras que el de los concentradores depende mucho más del costo de la electricidad que de los gastos de infraestructura. Sólo dos de los 12 centros de Gambia analizados reunían las condiciones idóneas para usar concentradores; en los otros diez centros, la mejor opción eran las bombonas.

Conclusiones
Ni los concentradores ni las bombonas son soluciones ideales para cualquier situación, pero una simple evaluación de esas dos opciones permite determinar cuál es preferible en cada entorno. A nivel nacional, esa diferenciación se traduciría en mejores del suministro y menores costos en comparación con el uso exclusivo de las bombonas convencionales, pero seguiría habiendo problemas para garantizar un suministro fiable. El algoritmo decisional y el instrumento de software concebidos para Gambia podrían aplicarse en otros países en desarrollo.
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